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The Cuban-based artist group, the Los Carpinteros, uses craft traditions of design
and architecture to question the world around them. Their work is inspired by the complex
experience of Cuban life and the inherent irony in the country's history. Their work is shown
internationally, recovering exhibitions as significant as the Venice Biennale. The
Cuban-based artist collective, Los Carpinteros (Marco Antonio Castillo Valdes, Dagoberto
Rodriquez Sanchez, and Alexandre Arrecha) utilizes craft to examine the world around
them.

Marco Antonio Castillo Valdes (b.1971), Dagoberto Rodriquez Sanchez (b.1969), and
Alexandre Arrecha (b.1970) met while attending the Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA) in the
1990’s. The group would form the artist collective, the Los Carpinteros, in 1991. The group
attended the ISA on a merit scholarship, traveling to participate in the institution. In the
experience of moving to Havana, the group witnessed the excess wealth within the city, a
visual unlike their own backgrounds1. Growing up in poverty forced the men to learn from an
early age to be resourceful; this quality of ingenious solutions for lack of material goods is
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standard in Cuba. The experience of attending the ISA encouraged the group to examine
society, using working-class traditions in the execution of their works.

The group got the moniker “Los Carpinteros'' as a jab by their peers. They were
nicknamed this for their devotion to craft and collaborative artworks that often engaged with
physical labor. The trio took the term as an endearment, using it as an opportunity to
reference the guild traditions in Cuba2. In adopting the moniker, the group decided to pursue
a collective identity rather than singular artists. They believe that collaboration brings new
perspectives and opportunities within artmaking. The name helps suggest their interest in
artmaking as a craft practice, referring back to their working-class roots3. By working
together under the guise of the Los Carpinteros, they can formulate work that is more
engaged with community efforts as a whole.

Alexandre Arrechea left the group in 2003. Arrechea’s work is still heavily inspired by
that of craft traditions; his time spent with the Los Carpinteros was informative. In an
interview, Arrecha mentions how being an art student during the “Special Period” was
challenging and influential to his practice. During the ’90s, A frozen Cuban economy further
stripped Los Carpinteros from artistic resources. After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
Castro warned of severe economic constriction.4 During this time, Cuban artists struggled
immensely as finding materials to make work was a challenge. Arrecha mentions how the
group would sneak wood from the wealthy vacant homes close to the ISA, furthering their
understanding of the class divide within the country. During the special period, the lack of
resources in Cuba forced the Los Carpinteros to consider the meaning of materials.
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Alexandre Arrecha’s work was influenced by the challenge of making art during turbulent
times in Cuban history.

The Cuban artist collective, the Los Carpinteros, utilizes craft traditions to explore the
complexity of Cuban life and material culture. The Los Carpinteros work entitled “Tomatoes”
and Alexandre Arrechea’s sculpture “Orange Tree” consider ironic notions of Cuban culture,
relating to political unrest, poverty, and resourcefulness.

The Los Carpinteros 2013 installation, Tomatoes, reflects on irony within materiality.
The work takes the form of a large room with the surface covered with objects that resemble
the aftermath of a bad performance. The audience becomes aware that these seemingly
apparent objects are much more than cheap fruit on closer visitation. The tomatoes are
exemplary porcelain models and are manipulated to simulate the impact of the hurled
pieces. Wendy Moonan in Architectural Record 5 recalls that the tomatoes were thrown
against the wall in a review of the exhibition, leaving a mark. To generate more residue, the
men also injected the fruit with red watercolor pigment. After being tossed, Los Carpinteros
then examined the spot where the tomatoes hit, having fine porcelain copies made for each
impact. In this act, the Los Carpinteros balance would likely be an impulsive adverse
reaction to a performance with careful material consideration.
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The Los Carpinteros Tomatoes gives the viewer a humorous and also emotionally
tense experience in contemplating the work. The act of throwing tomatoes at the performer
is questioned, referring to its ironic state of being unclear in intent. Throwing food is a unique
expression of disgust. The goal is to shame or express disappointment in the act by throwing
it. Tossing a drinking glass, for example, could cause more significant bodily damage. A
singular tomato is not monetarily valuable but still can mark its victim without physically
damaging them. By creating porcelain models instead of the less valuable object, the act of
the protest is further examined and leads to absurdity. In her review of the Los Carpinteros,
Erica Bellman notes that the group utilizes “wry humor and political resonance” to explore
protest at a cathartic level6. The installation examines the action of emotional underpinnings
of throwing produce in emotions of being upset or displeased, relating that experience to
emotional frustrations of political disappointment.

Tomatoes is not purely focused on the political frustrations of the Cuban revolution
but a more remarkable examination of the public reaction to the world around them. In a
conversation with Interview Magazine, the Los Carpinteros reveal that the work more broadly
suggests how frustrated individuals leave a mark on their environment7. In the interview,
Castillo mentions that flinging the fruit at a car, poster, or surface is unclear. In protest,
individuals want to change the world around them, spray painting a prayer or throwing a rock
through a large window. Judith Butler's Bodies in Alliance and the Politics of the Streets
notes that groups in protest gather together they are empowered by the presence of other
bodies around them; this in action challenges the status quo8. In leaving a mark from a spray
can or fruit, the body’s physical presence disappears; the viewer can only imagine the
action. The Los Carpinteros use this work to deeply consider how the public responds to
trauma, calling attention to collective grievances with each tomato.
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Alexandre Arrechea’s 2010 sculpture, Orange Tree, consists of an orange aluminum
frame that holds branches and dozens of basketball hoops. The work holds hybridity that is
familiar to the strategies of the Los Carpinteros. Arrecha has cleverly considered the formal
relationships between a tree and a basketball goal, combining both to receive a new object.
Underneath the sculpture is a grouping of basketballs in which each ball is stuck on a stick.
The basketballs are spread out without pattern or distinct visual strategies, making them
appear to be bouncing after just hitting the ground or all placed below the goal without
specific intention. Alexandre Arrecha’s Orange Tree considers formal decisions, making
playful comparisons between natural and fabricated objects.

Orange Tree examines Cuban life, referring to the relationship between urban objects
and the community. A standard regular basketball goal roughly around ten feet. Orange
Tree, which is twenty feet tall, tends to cater to its own needs rather than the player or
audience. Arrechea’s decision to make the work inaccessible to the audience could be
similar to David Hammons’s thirty-foot tall basketball work Higher Hopes. Hammons, in this
work, plays with language, acknowledging the desire that some Black American men feel
about playing basketball professionally. In making the goal three times higher than a regular
goal, Hammons expresses the difficulty in the action of becoming professional, then carefully
asking the viewer to think more significantly about their dreams9. Arrecha, in his sculpture,
could suggest the relationship between urban and rural Cuba, examining how basketball is a
shared activity throughout a community, opening an opportunity for social critique.

Alexandre Arrechea explores how the lack of materials in Cuba has led to a tradition
of clever alternatives. The decision to include a tree as part of the basketball is a deliberate
one. It is not uncommon in the American South to see goals nailed to trees or structures
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where an entirely metal constructed post is not feasible. On the other hand, trees are
plentiful and provide the frame for the player to use it. Arrechea, in a video interview with the
Museum of Arts & Design (MAD), states that he inherited the “Do it Yourself” mentality of
Cuba10. Orange Tree comments on the Cuban experience of learning to create your
opportunities, finding a solution with a tool directly in front of you,

The Los Carpinteros and Alexandre Arrechea consider how Cuban traditions of
material scarcity and passion for craft create ironic notions of formal and social relationships.
All three men grew up having to take advantage of the materials available to them, building
respect for the Cuban workers who built their lives on carpentry and concrete pouring
careers. The Los Carpinteros and Alexandre, in their works, make provocative commentary
on the ironic histories within Cuba.
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